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Date:23.01.2015
Dear Winner of Nalanda Nritya Nipuna Award -2015,

It gives me pleasure to announce the recipients of the "NALANDA NRITYA
NIPUNA" award for 2015. The awards are finalised by the panel of honourable judges

after due consideration given to each artiste who performed during the festival.

I would like to stress here that all the participants who were selected had passed

through a highly competitive selection process. So all are very fine dancers in their own
right.

The selection for the award is based on the overall impact of the presentation

which also includes authenticity of technique, costuming, musical accompaniment and

of course, the dance itself on that particular day.

So every participant receives our congratulations and blessings for a bright
future.

The winners in alphabetical order are:-
Dhanashree Potdar (Kathak), Eshani Sathe (Kathak), Nandini Ganesan (Bharata

Natyam), Sarita Kalele (Kathak), Theekshna Nuwan (Kathak), Trusha Panchal

(Bharata Natyam).

Please keep up your Saadhanaa at the feet of your Guru.

The awards will reach in due course of time for outstation artists and local artiste
can come and collect it in person.

With blessings,
Yours sincerely,

M"^a!^WL
Dr. (Smt.) Kanak Rele

Director
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Date:02.02.2016
Dear Winner of Nalanda Nritya Nipuna Award -2016,

It gives me pleasure to announce the recipients of the "NALANDA NRITYA
NIPUNA" award for 2016. The awards are finalised by the panel of honourable judges
after due consideration given to each artiste who performed during the festival.

I would like to stress here that all the participants who were selected had passed
through a highly competitive selection process. So all are very fine dancers in their own
right.

The selection for the award is based on the overall impact of the presentation
which also includes authenticity of technique, costuming, and musical accompaniment
and of course, the dance itself on that particular day.

So every participant receives our congratulations and blessings for a bright
future.

The winners in alphabetical order are:-
Apeksha Ghatkar (Bharata Natyam), Dirya Ravi (Bharata Natyam), Kadam Parikh (Kathak),
Prachi Saathi (Bharata Natyam), Radheeka Malap (Kathak), Rupali Kadam (Odissi), Sneha M.
(Kuchipudi), surajit Deb Barma (Manipuri), vaidehi Rele (Bharata Natyam)

Please keep up your Saadhanaa at the feet of your Guru.

The awards will reach in due course of time for outstation artists and local artiste
can come and collect it in person.

With blessings,

Yours sincerely,

p,^,,*ltl-l
Dr. (Smt.) Kanak Rele

Director
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Date:31.01.2017

Dear Winner of Nalanda Nritya Nipuna Award -2017,

It gives me pleasure to announce the recipients of the ..NALANDA NRITYA
NIPUNA" award for 2017. The awards are finalised by the panel of honourable judges

after due consideration given to each artiste who performed during the festival.

I would tike to stress here that all the participants who were selected had passed

through a highly competitive selection process. So all are very fine dancers in their own

right.

The selection for the award is based on the overall impact of the presentation

which also includes authenticity of technique, costuming, and musical accompaniment
and of course, the dance itself on that particular day.

So every participant receives our congratulations and blessings for a bright
future.

The winners in alphabetical order are:-
Chitra Dalvi (Bharata Natyam), Janani Murali (Bharata Natyam), Shweta Padwal (Kathak),

Shweta Nayak (Kuchipudi), Sonali Tambe (Bharata Natyam), Vidhun Kumar (Bharata

Natyam), Yumlembam Bidyananda Singh (Manipuri).

Please keep up your Saadhanaa at the feet of your Guru.

The awards will reach in due course of time for outstation artists and local artiste
can come and collect it in person.

With blessings,
Yours sincerely,

k*il^u11.
Dr. (Smt.) Kanak Rele

Director








